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The Littlewood-Richardson construction is shown to yield the same collection of 
standard tableaux as the Schensted construction applied to permutations defined by 
general skew tableaux. 
The Littlewood-Richardson construction [4] gives a method for 
computing the coefficients in the expansion in Schur functions of the product 
of two Schur functions. It associates with a pair of integer partitions ,U and k 
a set of standard tableaux PA,,. 
The Schensted construction [5] defines a one-to-one correspondence 
between (multiset) permutations o and pairs of tableaux (T(u), B(a)) of the 
same shape. Tableaux in a @/A)-skew diagram may be referenced in such a 
way as to be considered (multiset) permutations. Let .KA,, denote such 
permutations. The result of this paper (Theorem 1) is that c EfllL1 iff 
T(u) E qonp * 
A construction of Schiitzenberger [6, 7] associates with c E X*,, another 
tableau. It was shown in [6, 81 that this tableau is precisely B(o). In fact, in 
161 it is shown that the number of u EF1, such that B(u) = B for some 
fixed tableau B depends only on the shape of B and not on its entries. 
Theorem 1 provides another proof of this fact. 
In [ 1 ] Foulkes proved a less general version of Theorem 1. Some of the 
results in [2] of Foulkes follow immediately from Theorem 1. 
In [9] Thomas describes a combinatorial proof of the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule using a general version of the Schensted 
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construction which inserts one tableau into another. Some of the Lemmas in 
Section 4 also appear in this paper. 
I. THE LI~LEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULE 
For integer partition ,D we write ,u = (,u, ,,u, ,... ), where p, >pz > . . . . If 
1, = (Ai, AZ ,...) is another integer partition, then A< ,U iff li < ,U~ for all i. 
An integer partition ,u is often represented as a Ferret-s diagram, that is, 
left justified rows of ,u, squares (which we call ceZfs), ,uu, cells,.... We call this 
diagram the p-diagram. 
If A <p, then ,u/A denotes the cells remaining in the p-diagram after the 
cells in the A-diagram have been removed. We call the resulting diagram the 
@/A)-diagram. A p-diagram can be considered a p/A-diagram with k empty. 
More precisely, flu- and @/A)-diagrams are subsets of the integer-valued 
coordinates of the plane with an appropriate equivalence relation. We shall 
use the more informal description above. In Fig. 1, ,U = (4,3,3,2) and 
A = (3, 1, 1). 
If p is an integer partition of II, we say 1.~1 = n. Similarly, I,u/~[ = IpI - 1111. 
In Fig. 1, IpI= 12, IAl = 5, and I,u/AI = 7. 
We number the rows of the @/A)-diagram from top to bottom and the 
columns from left to right. The cells of the diagram may now be referred to 
by their coordinates. Then label the cells of the diagram with the integers 
1,2,..., l,~/nl as follows: cell (il, j,) has a smaller label than cell (iz, jz) iff 
i, < i, or i, = i, and j, > j,. That is, the cells are labeled row by row, top to 
bottom and right to left within rows. Figure 2 shows the @/;l)-diagram of 
Fig. 1 so labeled. 
FIGURE 2. 
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We say k below m if the cell labeled k lies directly below the cell labeled 
m and k left of k - 1 if the cell labeled k lies immediately to the left of the 
cell labeled k - 1. For instance, in Fig. 2, we say 5 below 3 and 5 left of 4. 
With this labeling, we can think of the insertion of positive integers into 
the @/A)-diagram as functions from the set of labels to the positive integers. 
Let ,&, be the family of such functions which are column strict, i.e., 
F E F,, iff F(k) > F(m) if k below m and F(k) < F(k - 1) if k left of k - 1. 
Such functions FE K1, are called tableaux and we represent them as @/A)- 
diagrams with the image of each cell inserted. Figures 3a and b represent two 
such tableaux where p and /I are as defined in Fig. 1. Figure 3c is not a 
tableau. If 1 is empty, we write ;“, =XAP. If F ERP is one-to-one, with the 
image of F equal to (1, 2,..., IpI}, then F is called a standard tableau. Let gU 
denote the set of standard tableaux of shape fi and gn the set of standard 
tableaux with n cells. 
. 
Note that any function m X1, may be written as a 1~/1/-tuple and, as 
such, may be considered a multiset permutation. Thus, we write o E RAM, 
IJ = (a,, a,Y..q,,,>, where ui = u(i). The functions in Figs. 3a and b give 
permutations (7, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 1) and (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 3, I), respectively, 
A multiset permutation of positive integers, u = (u, , u, ,..., u,), is called a 
lattice permutation iff for every k the number of occurrences of i among 
0, ,..., uk does not exceed the number of occurrences of j among ui ,...,uk 
whenever i > j > 0. For example, (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1) is a lattice permutation, 
while (1. 2, 2, 1, 3, 1) is not. 
Note that there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between lattice 
permutations u = (a,, uz ,..., a,) and standard tableaux FE Xn, i.e., k is in 
the ith row of F iff uk = i. For example, (1, 2, 1, 3,2, 3, 1) corresponds to the 
standard tableau in Fig. 4. For lattice permutation u, we write s(u) to denote 
this standard tableau. 
Let qfl = P’E 5p,AI IF = s(u) for u E X1, and u is a lattice 
permutation}. For instance, the standard tableau in Fig, 4 is in yAU where ,l 
and p are detined as in Fig. 1. If LU is an integer partition of Ip/,J 1, then let 
.q+ = CV”P n gU. It is well known that [YmAr I = gwA,, , the coefficients 
occurring in the expansion in Schur functions of the product of two Schur 
functions [4]. The above method of calculating gwl,, is the so-called 
Littlewood-Richardson rule. These coefficients are fundamentally important 
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in both the combinatorial and algebraic aspects of the theory of represen- 
tations of the symmetric group. 
II. THE SCHENSTED CONSTRUCTION 
The Schensted construction, in its various forms and generalizations, has 
been used extensively to obtain results concerning the nature of permutations 
(e.g., [3,51). A d escription of the construction follows. 
Suppose T E gU and B E XW, where 1 w 1 = n. Furthermore, suppose k is 
some integer. First, we assume that B has an infinite number of infinitely 
long rows, where the entries in the cells in row i outside the w-diagram are 
03,, with the convention that ooi < 00~ iff i < j, and that coj > j for all i and 
j. 
The general idea is to insert k into B (called the bumping tableau), 
creating a new cell in the w-diagram. This new cell is given value n + 1 in T 
(called the template tableau). 
To carry this process out, we introduce the infinite sequence {b, , b, ,... } 
defined inductively by 
(a) b,=k 
(b) bj= min{blb is in the (j- 1)th column of B and b > b,-,}. 
Then a new bumping tableau B’ is constructed by replacing bj+ , with bj in 
column j for all j. A new template tableau T’ is constructed by inserting 
n + 1 into the cell which contains the last finite bj in B’. Then B’ E Fu,, 
T’ E gW,, ( o’ ( = n + 1, and w < w’. Figure 5 describes this insertion process. 
The boldface entries in B’ form the sequence (b,, b2,...}. The boldface entry 
in T’ is the new entry. 
Thus, associated with any multiset permutation CJ = (oi ,..., a,) is a pair of 
tableaux B(a) and T(a) of the same shape w, loI= n, constructed by 
inserting first (I,, then uZ, etc. B(u) E Sz-, is called the bumping tableau and 
has as its entries CJ, ,..., u,. T(u) E KU is called the template tableau. It is 
clear that this construction can be reversed and thus, this correspondence is 
one-to-one. 
In fact, we may associate with u = (u,,..., a,) a pair of sequences of 
tableaux, T, ,..., T,, and B, ,..., B, where B, and T, are constructed from B,- , 
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and T,-, by inserting ak. Then T,, = T(a) and B, = B(o). Figure 6 gives 
these two sequences when o = (3,2,3,3). 
III. THE MAIN RESULT 
The basic result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM 1. u E YAW lfl T(a) E 2&. 
We prove this theorem in the next section. The proof is a series of 
straightforward inductive steps which demonstrate that the nuts and bolts of 
constructing tableaux by the Littlewood-Richardson rule are the same as the 
nuts and bolts of the Schensted construction applied to @/A)-tableaux. 
T1= 1 n q B1= 3 
ul 
T2= 1 ? 
FIGURE 6. 
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Theorem 1 yields as an immediate corollary Theorem 7.1 of Foulkes [2]. 
In fact, in [ 1 ] Foulkes notes that Theorem 1 is true when u is a permutation 
and ,u/n is a skew-hook. 
Another construction, described by Schiitzenberger in [7], also associates 
with any u E ST,, a unique B E F, with 1 CO ( = I,D/~ 1. This construction, it 
was noted implicitly in [8] and explicitly in [6], yields the bumping tableau, 
B(o). It was also observed in [6] that the number of occurrences of a given 
standard tableau of shape o as the bumping tableau of a b/1)-tableau is 
g wail * 
IV. LEMMAS AND PROOFS 
We first give an alternative method of constructing the tableaux in YAU. 
This method generalizes the so-called “line-of-route” construction of Foulkes 
[Il. 
Suppose ip/Al= IZ. A sequence of sets of standard tableaux, {Fyi, Yi;,..., 
.F?yi}, is generated inductively as follows. Tableaux in 9:: are constructed 
from the tableaux in g(&l) by attaching a cell containing k into row rk of 
some FE .!?it- ‘) so that 
(a) a tableau is constructed, 
(b) if k below 1 in the (A/p)-diagram and I is in row r, of F, then 
rk c rI, and 
(c) if k left of k - 1 in the (A/p)-diagram and k - 1 is in row rkdl of 
F, then rk > rk-, . 
Figure 7b describes the construction of g($! for the (u/A)-diagram in 
Fig. 7a. A moment’s reflection should convince one that Zyd = FL,. 
Suppose u = (oi ,..., a,). In constructing B, and Tk from B, _ 1 and T, _ 1 as 
described in Sect. 2, a sequence, {b, , b, ,... }, is formed. We use the notation 
{bik’, bik’,... } to designate this sequence. Let rjk) be the row index of bjk) in 
column j of B,. 
We shall show that the condition (bj’),..., bj”‘) is column strict when 
treated as a “@/A)-tableau” (note that some of the entries may be infinite) is 
equivalent to each of the two conditions in Theorem 1 (a E Y1, and 
T(u) E %A. 
The first lemma is a collection of some important facts about the 
sequences { bik’, bik’ ,..., } and (ri”’ , rik’ ,..., }. 
LEMMA 2. (a) If a is in row i, column j - 1 of B,-, , and IY bj(k’, < a, 
then b!k’ < a and r. (k) < i. Also, bjk’ = a large’, = i. 
(i) ‘bjk) < 6:;:;; j = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
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(c) r-j!:‘, < rjk’firj = 1, 2, 3 ).... 
(d) Zf uk < ok-i, then rjk) < rjk-l) and b,(:‘, < ~rj~-~)forj = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
(e) Conuersely, ifak > ok-,, then rjk) > rjk-‘) and bjy, > bjk-l). 
Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are immediate consequences of the 
definition of bj’). 
Let a be the entry in row rtk) 
row dkf, column j of B,-, , si 
column j + 1 of B,-, . Note that Z$, is in 
(; > bjy,. Then, by (a), r,!?, < ry). 
Sta:ement (d) is proved by induction on j. If j= 1, then bik’ = 
ok < uk-, = bik-“. Since bjk-” is in row rik-‘), column 1 of Bk-,, by (a) 
bik’ < bike” and rck’ < r , 
b!k-1) is in row i!k-1) 
i”-“. Suppose (d) is true for j- 1. Then in B,-, , 
& 1) < b!k-I’ 
column j. By induction, bjk) < bj!k_;‘) and by (b) 
J-I\J * Th&, bi (a), bjy, < bjk-‘) and rjk) < rjk-‘). 
Statement (e) is also proved by induction on j. If j= 1, then 
bik’=uk > ok-, = blkp”. But by (b) blk’< bik’ so that bik’ > bik-“. Also, 
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since bik’ > blk-“, ri”’ > r(lk-‘) Suppose (e) is true forj - 1. In Bkp2, by-” . 
and bjk) are both in column j - 1, for if bjk) were not, then bjk) = bjk_;‘), 
contradicting the inductive hypothesis. Also, bjk) # bJ’-‘), for if 
b!k’ = b!k-” then once again b!F-” = b!k’ B y induction b!k- ” < bjk’, 
(A) b,!L1 ‘) < ijk). Since they camriot be ‘equal, bj’-‘) < b;,k)‘<‘bjy,, 
so by 
the latter 
inequality from (b). Also, from (a), rjk_;‘) < rJk) and from (c) rj”-” < rjk_;‘) 
so that rjk) > rJ’-‘). 
The following lemma is somewhat technical, but forms the core of the 
inductive argument which follows. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose u, < (T,-, and ok < ok-, < . . . <ok-,, where 
k - t > 1 and t > 1. Iffor some i,, bjk:,” > bjb::’ and bii’ = b):?, where q is 
one of (k - I,..., k - t}, then bii’ > b$. 
Proof: By Lemma 2b, d, 
bi;‘, > bjq+l)>/ bjo4_+;‘> bjq+*‘> a.. > bj;‘. 0 0 (1) 
Since b!k) = b(q) iO- r, equality must hold throughout (1). In particular, b!iI,” = 
bj:’ . This, from Lemma 2d and the hypothesis, bj: < bjt: :’ < bif::’ = bit’. 
Two more lemmas of an inductive nature prepare the way for the main 
theorems. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose 
u ,+s~~,+,-,,<...~~,+,~u,~u,-,~...~u,-,, 
ok < ok-1 < **’ <ok-f with k-t=l+s+ 1, 
and ukei > tsmifor i=O, l,..., t (t > 0, s > 0). Then bjk’ > bj” for all j. 
Proof. Proof is by induction on t. Suppose t = 0. Note that bik’ = 
uk > uI = b\“. Suppose 
bck’ < b;’ P (2) 
and p is minimal with respect to this condition. Consider three cases: 
(a) ba’ is in column p - 1 in B,-, and br) < bt’ . Then by Lemma 2b 
and the choice of p, 
b;?, < bikllll, < ba’, (3) 
so that by Lemma 2a, b:’ < br’ , a contradiction. 
(b) br’ is in column p - 1 in B,- i and ba’ = bz’. Then b$! 1 = 
6”’ = 6:‘. But (3) contradicts this. P 
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(c) b;” is not in column p - 1 in BI-, . Then there is a 
q E (1, f + l,..., I+ s} such that 
$4 = b(9) 
P P-1’ (4) 
By Lemma 2b, d and Eq. (4), 
which contradicts the choice of p. 
Thus, the lemma is true if t = 0. Suppose it is true for t - 1. Again, choose 
p to be minimal such that (2) is satisfied. Cases (a) and (b) above are 
exactly the same. In Case (c), there is a q E {I, 1 + l,..., I+ s, k - t ,..., k - 1 } 
such that (4) holds. If q E {I, I + l,..., 1+ s}, the argument above holds. 
Otherwise, q E {k - t,..., k - 1). By induction, by-‘) > bj’-l’ for all j. 
Thus, the hypothesis of Lemma 3 is satisfied for i, = 2, 3,..., so that b!k’ > b!” 
J J 
for j = 2, 3,.... Since bik’ = uk > uI = bj”, the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose a is such that for some j, 
and 
b!‘+“‘< . . . 
J 
< ,;‘+I’ <b;‘), 
b!k+s’ < . . . < bjk+‘) < bjk’, 
J 
b!‘+s) < . . . < b$+,” < b!‘) 
J+I -. J+l’ 
b;::“’ < . . . <bE:“<b;‘$, 
bj::” > b,l:+,” for i = 0, l,..., s, 
wherek=I+s+l ands>O. Thenb~+i)>b~!‘ii)fori=O,l,...,s. 
Proof: First we show bJk) > bj’). Suppose bjk) Q bjn. Consider two cases: 
(a) bj’) is still in column j in Tk-, . Since b!k’ < bj’), by Lemma2a, b, 
J 
bj’y, < bj’) < b,!? , , a contradiction. 
(b) b;” is not in column j in T,-,. Then b!‘) = b$‘, , where 
J 
q E (1 + l,..., 1+ s]. By Lemma 2b, d, 
b(C7’ < b!‘+ 1) < b!” 
J+t’\ J+l 1 J 
so that equality holds. In particular, b,!$” = bjn. By Lemma2d, bjf,.: I’ < 
b!k’ < b!‘) = b!‘+ ‘), contradicting the fact that bj”+: ‘) > bJ:+l”. 
J 
~&Jsupp~~~ bJ(k+P) < bJ!‘+P) but bjkti) > by+‘) for i = 0, 1 ,...,p - 1. Again 
there are two cases. 
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(a) This case is the same as (a) above (with 1 +p replacing f and 
k + p replacing k). 
(b) In this case, q E {I + l,..., f + s, k, k + l,..., k +p - 1). If 
q E {I + l,..., I + s], the arguments above still hold. However, if 
q E (k, k + I,..., k +p - l}, then b!‘+p’ = bE, > bjq) > bj’tP), J a con- 
tradiction. 
Let oE sAti iff for all j, (,;I) ,..., !$“‘) is column strict in the @/A)- 
diagram, i.e., bjk) > bj” if k below I and bJjk’ < bj’-‘) if k left of k - 1. 
THEOREM 6. FArc=.2?A,. 
Proof: If (T E 9A,, then (bj”, bi2’ ,..., bf”‘) = (a, ,..., a,) is column strict, 
i.e., u E ;Tn,. 
Suppose cr E Sr&. Suppose k left of k - 1 in p/A. Since u is column strict, 
btk’ = rs I < a k, k-, = bik-“. By Lemma2d, b, 
b!k’ < $5, l’ < b!k- I) 
J ’ J for j = 2, 3,.... 
Suppose k below 1. Then in the row of ,u/A. containing cell 1, a,+ s < ... < 
u, < a** < u/-t (s, t > 0), and in the row containing k, ok+ s < ..a ,< ok ,< a*. < 
cIPI with k - t = f + s - 1. Furthermore, ukei > ulei for i = 0, l,..., t. Thus, 
by Lemma 4, bjk) > bj’) for all j. Therefore cr E gA,,. 
THEOREM 7. u E L-P&( l@- T(u) E qne. 
Proof: Suppose 0 E 9A,. Suppose k left of k - 1. Then since cr is 
column strict, uk < uk- i and by Lemma 2d, rjk) < ~$‘-l) for all j. In 
particular, for j large enough, rjk) = mi, < rj”- ‘) = mi2 =s- i, < i,, where i, is 
the row index of k in T(u) and i, is the row index of k - 1 in r(a). 
Suppose k below 1. Let a be the value in row rJ(‘), column j of B,. Clearly, 
each insertion in the Schensted construction either decreases or maintains the 
value in a given cell. Thus, a < bj’). But since (bj’),..., bj”‘) is column strict, 
bj’) < bjk). Since a and bjk) both lie in column j of B,, and a < bjk), then 
$) < rjk) for every j. In particular, for j large enough, $) = 03~~ < 
r!@ = coi, + i, < i, where i, is the row index of f in T(o) and i, is the row 
i:dex of k in T(o). 
Now suppose T(o) E YAU and k left of k - 1. Then for large enough j, 
r!k) < ,.!k- 1) 
hk)2 ijk-‘) 
. Thus, by Lemma 2e, uk < okPI and by Lemma2d, b, 
for all j. Suppose now that k, k + l,..., k + s lie below 1, 
1 + l,..., 1+ s respectively in g/A (s > 0 and k = 1+ s + 1). Then there is a 
large enough j so that rjk+“) > rj’,‘i’ for i = O,..., s. In fact, by choosing j 
large enough, the entry in row ry+‘), column j of B(a) is co:!‘i) = by+i) and 
the entry in row r!‘-ti) J ’ column j of B(a) is ~0,~ 
cr+il= ,y+i,* Thus 
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b!k+” > b!‘+” for i = O,..., s. By repeatedly applying Lemma 5, we get 
biti > bjii for i=O ,..., s and j= 1, 2 ,.... Thus, @I;‘),..., bj’)) is column strict 
for all j. 
Theorem 1 now follows from Theorems 6 and 7. 
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